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1. INTRODUCTION 

There has been much recent interest in the problem of approximating in 
the space of bounded linear operators y(X, Y) from one normed l&ar space 
X into another Y by certain subsets R of 2”(X, Y). In particular, the case 
when & = 3(X. Y), the compact operators, has received considerable 
attention (see, e.g., [ 7, 10-17)). A strong impetus in developing a re,asonable 
theory in this case has come from the fact that (for certain spaces X and Y) 
8 (X, Y) is an “M-ideal” in ii/(X, Y) so that one can apply the powerful 
and elegant M-ideal theory (as developed by Alfsen and Effros [ 1 I) to get 
substantial information about this problem. (Precise definitions are given 
below.) Of special importance is the question of the existence of best approx- 
imations. (A subset M of the normed space 2 is called proximinal in 2 if 
each z E Z has a nearest point in M.) From the genera1 M-ideal theory, one 
obtains immediately that whenever .3(X, Y) is an M-ideal in V’(X, Y), then 
x(X. Y) is proximinal in p(X, Y) (see, e.g., [I]). In general, however, 
,? (X, Y) is not an M-ideal in L/(X, Y) and .x(X, Y) may or may not be 
proximinal in 2’(X, Y). More precisely, there are examples of spaces X, Y 
such that 3 (X, Y) is not an M-ideal in 2”(X, Y), but .W (X, Y) is proximinal 
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in y(X, Y) (see, e.g., 1 12. 15, 17 I). On the other hand, there is a Hilbert 
space X and a separable strictly convex Banach space Y such that .R (X. Y) 
is not proximinal in y(X, Y) (Holmes and Kripke 191). In spite of what is 
known, there are still many nagging open problems connected with the proxy 
iminality of 8 (X, Y) in 2)(X, Y) (see, e.g.. 1 15 1). 

An interesting related problem concerns the question of when the set ot’ 
“rank IV operators .??,(X. Y) is proximinal in I (X, Y) (or in R (X. Y)). (An 
operator in ./ (X. Y) is said to have rarzk % if its range is contained in an ;k 
dimensional subspace of Y.) This problem has obvious practical 
ramifications as well (e.g.. in the theory of integral equations). Unfor 
tunately. the algebraic structure of 3,(X, Y) is not as nice as that ot 
K(X, Y). Indeed, whereas R(X. Y) is a (linear) subspace. J’,(X. Y) is not 
even convex. At the present time. we are aware of only relatively few, results 
concerning the proximinality of #,(X, Y) in 2 (X. Y) for certain special 
cases X and Y (see. e.g.. 17. 14 I). 

This paper represents a further contribution to a solution of the problem: 
When is iv,(X. Y) proximinal in / (X. Y) or in.$(X. Y)? The main result of 
Section 2 (Theorem 2.2) states that fl’,(X. Y”) is proximinal in / (X, Y”‘) for 
NIZ~’ normed spaces X and Y. More generally. 8,(X. Y) is proximinal in 
I/ (\X, Y) whenever Y is norm-one complemented in a dual space 
(Corollary 2.6). As corollaries, we obtain two results of Fakhoury 17. 
Remark 2.3 (1) and Corollary 2.8 I as well as the fact that when Y is an 
abstract L-space, then .n*y(X, Y) is proximinal in 2 (X, Y) (Corollary 2.7). In 
Section 3, we are concerned with the case when Y = C,,(S), the continuous 
functions “vanishing at infinity” on a locally compact Hausdorff space S. 
Theorem 3.2 is a generalization of the result of Fakhoury 17 I which states: 
“If X* is strictly convex, then .t,(X. C,(S)) is proximinal in R(X. C,,(S)).” 
When S has the discrete topology. then (Theorem 3.4), .iv(X, C,(S)) is proxy 
iminal in /v(X, C,(S)) for any space X. It is not known to us whether 
iv(X. C,)(S)) can be replaced by I (X. C,,(S)) in Theorem 3.2 or 3.4. 
However, Theorem 3.5 (resp. Theorem 3.10) states that if X is uniformly 
smooth (resp. X = co), then /;;(X. c,,) is proximinal in y(X, c,,). In 
Section 4. we consider approximating by compact operators. For example, in 
Theorem 4.1, we give a list of several approximative properties that the set 
iy (X, C,(S)) in Y’(X, C,(S)) possesses procided S has the discrete topology. 
In this case, .3(X, C,(S)) is an M-ideal and hence is proximinal. However, 
there is substantially more that can be said. For example, we give an explicit 
formula for a homogeneous Lipschitz continuous selection for the metric 
projection onto ,f(X, C,,(S)). (Before this, only the existence- 
nonconstructive-of a continuous homogeneous selection was known. See 
IlO].) In Section 5, we collect a few miscellaneous facts and state some open 
problems. 

We conclude the introduction with some basic notation and terminology. 
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(All undefined notation or terminology is standard and can be found, e.g.. in 
16 1.) If X and Y are (real) normed linear spaces, then x(X. y) denotes the 
normed linear space of all bounded linear operators T from X into Y 
endowed with the norm 11 T/1 = sup{// T,ull 1 x E X, //.Y// < 1 }. 3(X, Y) is the 
subset of all cornpac~ operators in I/(X, Y). That is. T E R (X. Y) iff 7‘ maps 
the unit ball in X into a relatively compact subset of Y. For any natural 
number N, the set of rank N operators is the subset .G$(X, Y) of all operators 
T in L/(X, Y) with the property that the range of T is at most N dimensional. 
If S is any locally compact Hausdorff space, C,(S) will denote the set of all 
realLvalued continuous functions f on S “vanishing af infinity“ (i.e., (s E S / 
.f(s) 3 I:) is compact for each I: > 0) and endowed with the supremum 
norm. If S is compact. then C,,(S) = C(S), the continuous functions on S. If 
S is any set with the discrete topology. we often write c,,(S) for C,,(.S). If M 
is a subset of a normed space Z and z is in Z, an element J’ in M is called a 
best approximation to z from M if 11x - ~1) = d(x, M), where d(x, M) = 
inf//l.v -)‘I1 1~’ E M). M is called proximinal in Z if each z E Z has a best 
approximation in M. The set of all best approximations in M to z is denoted 
by P,,(T). The set-valued mapping P,,. . Z-t 2” thus defined is called the 
tnctric projecliotz onto M. A closed subspace M of Z is called an M-ideal if 
there is a linear projection Q from Z* onto MA such that lIz* 11 = /( Qz*ll + 
/iz * - Qz * )I for every z * E Z*. If z E Z, then i will denote the im,age of z 
under the natural embedding of Z into its second dual Z*‘*. That is, =^(z*) = 
-‘l’(z). zzi’ E Z. Further. 2 will denote the set {z^ I z E Z). ._ 

Throughout this paper. unless explicit!\> stared other,r?se, X atld 1’ ivill 
cierlole arhirrar!. (real) tlormed linear spaces. N any given tlarural tlutnber. 
atld S an arbitrar!! IocallJ, compact HausdoTff space. 

2. WHEN THE RANGE SPACE Is A DUAL SPACE 

In this section we will consider the case when Y is a dual space or, more 
generally, Y is norm-one complemented in a dual space. 

The following lemma isolates a simple but useful fact that will be needed 
more than once in the sequel. (Here X and Y are arbitrary.) 

2.1. LEMMA. if FE RJX, Y), then there exist N cectors yi E Y and N 
.futtctionals x,? E X* such that 

(i) /I YJ = 1 (i = 1, 2,..., N); 

(ii) II-Gil < IIFll (i = 1, 2,.... N); 

(iii) Fx = C‘F , x*(x)yi, x E x. 
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Conversely, if F is defined by (iii) for some given sets (y,, y2,..., Y,~} in Y 
and (XT, xf ,..., x,y* ) in X*, then F E .;Y,(X, Y). 

Proof. Let V be an N dimensional subspace of Y which contains the 
range of F. By Auerbach’s lemma 13 1, there is a basis ( ~1,. )vr ,.... .I‘, ) of V 
and linear functionals ( 4’;. J,:..... y,:} in V* such that ii Js,// = /I ~1,” II = I 
(i = I, 2,.... N), and c = x,> , y,?(r) .I’,, L’ E V. By the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
we may assume ~3” E Y* (i = 1. 2 . . . . . N). In particular. 

Fx = \‘ y,*( Fx) J’, . s E x. 
I I 

Let .yT = ~1,” I: F. Then ri” E X” and 

l/x*II,<i~~“~I/l~l~~:./lF~i (i = 1. 2 ,.... N). 

The converse is trivial. 1 

2.2. THEOREM. 3,(X. Y*) is proximinal in 1 (X. Y*). 

ProoJ We will actually prove the stronger statement that x,(X. I”‘) is 
“boundedly weak”-operator compact.” i.e.. any bounded net in 3,(X. Y’:‘) 
has a subnet which converges in the weak”-operator topology to an element 
of 3,(X. Y”). Let (F,) be a bounded net in 9,(X. Y*). say. lIF,II < c for all 
0‘. By Lemma 2. I. there exist a set { .I,$. .t~$..... +I,;~} in Y* with !~ J,~,I’ == I 
and a set i.u” “’ ,,). .yi;) . . . . . -v,Th/ in X’” with il.~,“h 11 ,< I/ F,li < c such that 

F,$.y z ;. .yiff(.y) .,‘;;. s E x. - 

Since all the functionals involved are bounded. it follows that by passing to a 
subnet we may assume that 

.y,; L+ .y;* and .,,,t5 “, .yy 

(i = 1, 2,..., N) for some x7 E X* and y: E Y*. (Here IV* denotes the weak” 
topology.) Hence for each x E X and y E Y, 

(F6x)( y) = ; .Y;(x)J’;(.I’) + ;- 
/ I 1-i 

x*(x) y;(J’). 

Defining F,, on X by F,,s = x> , .~,*(s) )I,?. it follows by Lemma 2.1 that 
E‘,, E R,(X. Y*) and that F, + F,, in the weak*-operator topology. Thus 
2,(X. Y*) is boundedly weak*-operator compact as claimed. 
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Now let TE y(X, Y*) and let (F,) be a minimizing sequlence in 
X,(X, YX): 

IIT-F,I/+d(T,.&.(X, Y*)>. 

Since (F,,) is bounded, the first part of the proof shows that there is a subnet 
v-* 1 which converges, in the weak*-operator topology. to some 
F,, E J’,(X. Y*). Further. 

/IT-F,,/l~liminf/IT-F,//=d(T,.~,(X, Y*)) 

implies that F,, is a best approximation to T. 1 

2.3. Remarks. (1) Fakhoury 17 1 had proved a special case of 
Theorem 2.2 when he showed that the “representable operators” in 
/(id,. Y”) have best approximations in iy,.(L,. Y”). 

(2) As noted in the proof of Theorem 2.2. we actually proved the 
stronger statement that T, = ??,(,I’. Y*) is “boundedly weak*-operator 
compact.” In particular, by a result of [ 5 1, not only is ,& proximinal but the 
metric projection P,, is norm-to-weak*-operator upper semicontinuous. 

(3) Theorem 2.1 is false in general if 8,(X, Y*) is replaced by the 
compact operators X(X, Y*). (See. e.g.. the example of Holmes and Kripke 

19 1.) 
A (linear) subspace Y of the normed linear space Z is said to be nom-one 

cotnpletnented in Z provided there is a bounded linear mapping P from Z 
onto Y with P’ = P and ilPll = 1. 

The next result is a useful device for asserting the proximinality of 
TJ.X’, Y) in y(X, Y) when it is known that XV(X, Z) is proximinal in 
:/‘(X. Z) for a certain superspace Z which contains Y. 

2.5. T~IEOKEM. If Y is rlortn-one cornplemenred in a space Z and 
2,(X, Z) is proximirral in y (A’. Z), then X,.(X, Y) is prosiminal in Lf (A’. I-‘). 

Proof: Let P be a norm-one projection of Z onto Y. Let TE y (X. Y). 
Since X,(X. Y) c i;/,(X. Z). it follows that 

d(T. X,(X, Z)) <d(T, X,(X, Y)). 

Since / (X. Y) c / (X. Z), it follows by hypothesis that T has a best approx- 
imation F‘E X,(X, Z). Let F = PI? Then F E.K\(X, Y) and 

l~T~FIl=~/PT--P~~I=IjP(T-~)I1,<//T-~~1 

= d(T. 3,(X, Z)) < d(T..8,.(X, Y)). 

Thus F is a best approximation to T from iy,(X, Y). 1 
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2.6. COROLLARY. If Y is norm-one complemented in (I dual space (e.g.. if‘ 
Y is a dual space or iJ’ P is norm-one complemented in Y**). then K,(X, Y) 
is pro.uiminal in i (X. Y). 

Proqf: Theorems 2.2 and 2.5. 1 

2.1. COKOLLARY. If Y is an abstracr Lspuce. then 2,(X. Y) is pros 
iminal in J (X. Y). 

Proof. Every abstract L-space is isometric to a space of type L,@) for 
some measure ,U (see, e.g., 1181). Also, L,(u) is norm-one complemented in 
its second dual (see, e.g., 1181). Now apply Corollary 2.6. m 

2.8. COROLLAKY (Fakhoury / 7 1). Let S be ark estremallj, disconrlected 
compact Hausdorff space. Then K\(X. C(S)) is pro.u’minal in / (X. C(S)). 

Proof: We use the fact (see. e.g.. 1 18 1) that C(S) is norm-one 
complemented in I, (S). and then apply Corollary 2.6. 1 

3. WHEN THE RANGE SPACE Is C,,(S) 

In this section we will be concerned with the case when Y = C,,(S). It is 
convenient to first have some notation. Let 1, (S. X) denote the space of all 
norm bounded functions f: S + X equipped with the supremum norm ilf’~l = 
sup(/lf(s)jl 1s E S}. If r denotes either the norm (il.# or weak” (I$.“‘) 
topology on a dual space X*. let C(S(X”. r)) denote the subspacc of 
1, (S, X*) of all s-continuous functions f:S --t (X”, r). 

Further. let 

C,,.(S. X”) = (j-E C(S, (X”. w*)) I .\’ “j-E C,,(S).s E X). 

C,(S, X*) = {fE C(S, X*. I/. 11)) / (s E S / lIj+)ll > E 1 is compact for every 
E > 0}, and, if V is a subspace of X*, let 

Note that C,(S, V) c C,,(S, X*) c C,,.(S. X*) c C(S. (X4’, )I.*)). Further. 
if S is compact, then C(S, (X*, w*)) = C,,..(S, X*) and C(S, (X*, 11. II)) = 
C”(& x*1. 

The following representation theorem is essential for our purposes. 

3.1. THEOREM. The space y(X, C,(S)) is isometricallJ1 isomorphic to 
C,,..(S, X*) via the mapping TE L/‘(X, C,(S)) -+ TTE C,)..(S. X*) defined b), 

F(s)x = (TX)(S), XEX, SE&s. (3.1.1) 
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Under this mapping, .X(X, C,(S)) is also isometrically isomorphic to 
C,(S, A’*). Moreover, T E ,JYv(X, C,(S)) lfl FE C,(S, V) for some h’ dimen- 
sional subspace V of X. 

This result is well known, at least when S is compact (see, e.g., (6, p. 
490 ] ). 

Let V be a proximinal subspace of the normed linear space Z. A selection 
for the metric projection P, is any function o = o,,: Z- V such that 
O(Z) E P, (z) for every z E Z. A continuous selection for P, is a selection 
which is also continuous. 

3.2. DEFINITION. A normed linear space Z is said to have the (CSF) 
propert)’ if the metric projection onto each finite dimensional subspace of Z 
has a continuous selection. 

It is easily shown that each strictly convex space has the (CSF) property. 
Indeed. in this case the metric projections themselves are single-valued and 
continuous. More generally. any space with the property (P) of Brown 141 
has the (CSF) property. 

3.3. THEOREM. Let X be a normed linear space whose dual space X* 
has the (CSF) propert)’ (e.g., if A’* is strictl)’ convex). Then .4,(X, C,,(S)) is 
prosiminal in X (X, C,,(S)). 

Prooj: Let K E H (X. C,(S)) and set .;V, =.;V,,(X, C,,(S)). Using 
Theorem 3. I. we see that the function r = k is norm-continuous and 

d(K. #,)= inf 
I c.t. inf Su~I/r(s) -f(s)ll. 

/EC id.5.1 I YE.5 

din1 I \ 

Given any N dimensional subspace V of X *, let CJ~ be a continuous selection 
for the metric projection P, . Since //uI (r(s))11 < 211 s(s)11 and 7 E C,,(S, X”). it 
follows that u, 0 5 E C,,(S. V) and hence 

= inf sup d(r(s), V). 
ICX’ 5 E .\ 

dim I -.t 

By a result of Garkavi 181, an N dimensional subspace V, of X* exists for 
which the infimum is attained. Thus 

4K. iv,) = tic II r(s) - uI ,,(r(s))lls 
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By Theoreni 3.1, ul,,, o r = F0 for some F,, E N\(X, C,,(S)) and 

Ii K - F,,/l = my Ii r(s) -- (5, ,,(r(.~))ll = d(K. p, ). 

That is, F,, is a best approximation to K. 1 

3.4. Remarks. (1) Fakhoury 17 ] has proved Theorem 3.3 in the 
particular case when X* is strictly convex and S compact. 

(2) We do not know whether 8 (X, C,,(S)) can be replaced by 
/(X. C,,(S)) in Theorem 3.3. 

(3) If S has the discrete topology. then ever?’ function defined on S is 
continuous. In this case, the same proof as given for Theorem 3.3 (where 
now c, can be an>' selection for P, ) establishes the following result. 

3.5. THEOREM. Let S be any set toith the discrete topolog?, arid X arz>’ 
normed linear space. Then 8,.(X, c,,(S)) is proximinal in 8(X. c,,(S)). In 
particular, flY(X, cO) is proximinal in R (X, c,,). 

We do not know whether R,,(X, c,,) is proximinal in / (X, c,,). However. 
with a certain restriction on X. the answer is affirmative. 

3.6. THEOREM. Let X be a un$ormlJ, smooth Banach space (i.e., X” is 
uniforml), convex). Then 3.,(X, c,,) is proximinal in 2 (X. c,,). 

An essential step in the proof of this theorem is the following lemma 
whose proof can be found in ( 14 I. 

3.7. LEMMA. Let X be a uniforml], convex Banach space, r > 0. Then for 
every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for every point x E X with jjxjl < r + 6 
and every closed subspace V of X a pointy E V with (1 yll < E exists such that 

11-y - ~‘11 < Max(r. d(x, V)). 

Proof of Theorem 3.6. By Theorem 3.1, Y(X, c,,) is isometrically 
isomorphic to the space cK,.,,(X*) of all X*-valued sequences /.Y~/,~~~ which 
N*-converges to 0, equipped with the norm of l,(N, X*). and TE 8’,(X. c,,) 
iff the corresponding sequence is in the set A = U C,,(Vi, V). where the union 
on the right hand side is taken over all subspaces V of X* with dim V < N. 
We show that even for every x E 1, (IN, X*) there exists a best approximation - 
in A. Let x = {~k*}~~~, E 1 Ic (h. X*) be given. Let R = d(x, A), r, = lim 11x,” /I. 
For every (closed) subspace V of X* let r, = supIEIr 11.~: - P, x:11. Clearly 

d(x, C,,(Q, V)) > Max(r, , r, ). 
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Let ici lish be a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers with 
lim (:; = 0. We show first that there is a strictly increasing sequence (kj}iER, 
of natural numbers such that for every subspace V of X*x has a best 
approximation yr. in C,(m, V) satisfying 

for every i E h and every k > k;. To construct such a best approximation, 
choose for every ci. i E N, a number di for which the conclusion of 
Lemma 3.7 holds. For every i E IN there exists a ki E bj such that jfor every 
k > ki the inequality I/ yr 11 < ri + di holds (the sequence ( ki} can obviously be 
chosen strictly increasing). For k < k, put ,t~,..~ = PI.x:. Let i E N. 
ki< k < k;, ,. By Lemma 3.7 there exists a .I’~ E V such that Il.~~ll <C ci and 

11.~: -.rlkl) < Max(r,, dist(x,*, V)). 

Put .I’ , ,A = I’/,. It follows immediately from the last inequality that for 
J‘, = ( .\‘I .h IhEI. we have 

//.Y -yr 11 = sup 11x: -)’ I .kll < Max(r,, r,.) < 4~. C,,h VI. 

Hence .I’, is a best approximation of x in C,,(h, v) with the required 
property. 

Let { Vi},G, be a sequence of subspaces of X* with dim Vi < N and 

d(x, C,,(‘, vi)) <R + l/j 

for every j E N. Let yj = JIM.,, j E N, be the best approximation of x in 
C,(“J, Vi) constructed above. By Auerbach’s lemma 131, for every jE N 
there is a basis z’, ,..., z’, of vj and functionals f { ,..., fi. E X* such that for 
every m = I,..., N we have 1lz”,/1 = Ilf’,ll = 1 and 

for every k E kg. Without loss of generality assume that each of the 
sequences {zj,}/,, converges weakly to some z, E X* with l/.r,,l/ < 1, 
m = l,.... N. Let V, be the subspace of X* generated by z, ,..., zN. ~Jow, we 
construct an element y of C,(h, V,) for which I/x -y 11 < R holds. Let k E N. 
It follows from the above representation that the sequences {f~(~~,~)}~~~, 
in = I,.... N are bounded. Hence we may without loss of generality assume 
that limif’,(yj,k) =fm,k for some f,,, E R, m = l,..., N. Denote 
.I’!, = z 5, I m.k lim. f Since yk is the weak limit of the sequence { ~~~~~~~~~~ and 
since J’,,~ satisfies II yi.h )I ,< ai if kj < k < ki, , for some i E N, J’ = { J,,}~~,, is 
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in C,(l1\1, V,,). Since 1~~~ - yiTkl/ <R t l/j for every j. k E ‘J, we have 
//XT - )*k /I < R for every k E bd. Hence J* is a best approximation of s in 
A. fl 

The proof of the following lemma may be found in ( 13 /. 

3.8. LEMMA. Let {x,litR, be a sequence in I, trshich ir,“;-converges to 0. 
y E I,. Then for every E > 0 there exists an i, E h such that for every i > i,, 
we have 

3.9. THEOREM. <,(c,,. c,,) is proximinal in i (c,,. c,,). 

Proof: Let .Y = \.Y~/,~~, t L’,,..,,~(/,) (see the proof of Theorem 3.6 for the 
notation). Denote again by A the set U C,,(’ j, V). where the union is taken 
over all subspaces V of I, with dim C’.< ,4’. Let R = d(s. il). Let / 1’) J,‘ be a 
sequence of subspaces of I, with dim C’, & N and 

d(s. C,,(I’~. I’,)) b R - I;j 

for every j E ‘1:. Using again Auerbach’s Lemma 13 1. every I;, has a basis 
j*; . . . . . y;, iq.ly = 1. 171 = I ,.... ,Y such that every J’ E I’, admits the represen 
tation 

where fi, E v.7, Ilf’,ll = 1, m = l,..., N. Without loss of generality assume 
that JJ~ u’*-converges to some y,,,E I, with I/~,,11 < 1, m = I,..., N. Let 
V, = span{ y, ,..., y,,}. For every i, j E N let zi be an arbitrary best approx- 
imation of xi in V,. Since the coefficients of (zjJjth in the above represen- 
tation are bounded for every i E n. we may without loss of generality 
assume that M’* - limj 2: = zi for some zi E V,,, i E hi. Since for every i. 
jEN 

11-Y; -- .g G d(X. C,,( /.. V,)) < R t I/] 

holds, we have ll.~~-z~ll <R. For every iE )I choose an arbitrary best 
approximation k+‘i of ,yi in V,. Obviously l/s; ~ ~vJ < R for every i E FJ. We 
show that ~1’ = {wiJiEN E C,,(h, V,). Assume the contrary. Then there is a 
subsequence of {M.J. denote it again by { u’~}, which converges to some 
11’,, # 0. Let c = 11 w,(1/4. Since (-ui - (M.~ -- b+.o)}itU )$,*-converges to 0 there is. 
by the previous lemma, an i,, E hJ such that for every i > i,, we have 
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and 

4. APPROXIMATION BY COMPACT OPERATORS 

In this section we make a few observations about approximating bl 
compact operators. 

If we approximate in i (A’. c,,) by the compact operators 8 (X. c,,). rather 
than 2,(X. c,,). then there is a substantial amount which can be said (with 
no restriction on X). 

4. I. THEOREM. Ler S he at!,, set IcYth the discrete topolog, and X sty 
twrmed linear space. For brerit).. let i = / (X. c,,(S)). 2 = 2(X, c,,(S)). 
utld. jbr ench T E / . let d( 73 = d( 7: 2 ) and dejine (T on / b.~, 

4 T) 1 - ,:f(s)l, (T.y)(s) I 
otheruise 

jilt. .Y E X. s E S. w’here 7 is defined us in (3.1.1). Then: 

( 1 ) R (X. c,,(S)) is prosiminal in 1 (X. c,,(S)). 

(2) d(T) = inf sup 11 F(s)~l. 
/ F.1 ,ts\.t 

Ib3here J denotes the cluss qf all finite subsets of‘ S. 

(3) For every’ T E / \ 3. 8 is the cone generated by the sef 
P K (7’) P,(T). In fact. for each K E R tryith //K 11 < + d( 7’). K = T’ ~ T” 
fbr some 7”. T” in P*(T). In particular. span P K(T) = R and PK(‘r) is not 
compacr. 

(3) d,,(P.(7‘). PK( b’)) < 2 I’T - Vi1 
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for each T. V in / and 2 is the smallest constant. (Here d,, denotes the 
Hausdorff metric.) In particular. P, is Hausdorff continuous. 

(5) P, is lower semicontinuous, but P, is not upper semicontinuous at 
an)’ point qf / \ 8. 

(6) PK’(0) = {T E I , 0 E P?(T) 1 is nowhere dense. 

(7) IT: i -+ Y? is a homogeneous selection for the metric projection P I 
irhich is Lipschitz continuous: 

~~aT-aV~i<2i:l’- Vii. 

and 2 is the smallest constant. 

(8) ~joT~I 6 IlTiJ -d(T) and /la’l“l = ,i Tl~ if‘and only, if TE &. 

(9) 0 is minimal in norm. i.e.. 

la7‘j = infIll T’II I T’ E P.(T)}. TEI. 

This even holds pointwise: 

lI(~O/I = infill T’xll I T’ E &VI}, TEY,XEX. 

Proof. Let C(S, X*) denote the set of all ji S-t X4’ with 
lifli = supSEs IIf’ < 00. Then. in the notation defined at the beginning of 
this section. 

and 
C,,(S, x*1 = {J’E C(S. x4;), is E s , Ip(s ,, /;; 

is finite for every t: > 01. 

From 12; Proposition 4.1 and 4.3 j. it follows that the statements (I j-(9) are 
valid if / is replaced by C(S, X”) and R by C,,(S. X”). However. bl 
Theorem 3.1. we may identify / (X. c,,(S)) with C’,..(S. X*) and 8(X. c,,(S)) 
by C,,(S. A’*). Since C,, .(A’, X”) ~1 C(S. A’*). it follows immediately that all 
of the statements except (6) hold. However, we shall prove in Theorem 5. I 
below a much stronger statement than (6). 1 

4.2. Remark. From a result of Mach and Ward 115: Theorem 3.1 I. 
/y (X. c,(S)) is an M-ideal in ./ (X, c,(S)). Thus statements (I ) and (4) can 
also be deduced from the general M-ideal theory (see ( 1) and 1101 resp.). 
Holmes et al. I 101 had shown the existence of a continuous homogeneous 
selection for the metric projection onto an M-ideal. Unlike our proof. 
however, their proof was nonconstructive. 
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There is a large collection of pairs of normed linear spaces (X, y) such 
that 8(X, Y) is an M-ideal in L/(X, Y), For example, (I,, ly) for 
l<p<q<oo [17]and(X,c0)foranynormedspaceX[15;Theorem3.1]. 
From the remark following Proposition 4.1 of 121, we immediately obtain 

4.3. COROLLARY. Let X, Y be stormed linear spaces such that .iy (X, Y) 
is a (proper) M-ideal in 9(X, Y). Then the metric projection P,xo,y, is 
Hausdor-continuous and lower semicontinuous, but it is not upper semicon- 
tinuous at any point ofy(X, Y)\,%‘(X. Y). 

5. MISCELLANEOUS FACTS AND SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 

If M is a subset of the normed linear space Z, the kernel of the metric 
projection P,,: Z--f 2” is the set 

ker P,, = {z E Z 10 E P,,(z)} = {z E Z / //zIl = d(z. M)}. 

If ,%I is a subspace, it is easy to see that ker P,, is a nonempty closed and 
proper “cone” in Z. i.e., A; E ker P,, whenever z E ker P,, and /1 > 0. 

It is usually the case that the kernel of the metric projection onto a prox- 
iminal. but not Chebyshev. subspace has an interior. In spite of this. we have 

5.1. THEOREM. If‘X and Y are an\. normed linear spaces and M is an?, 
subset of / (X, Y) which contains 8,(X. Y). then ker P,,, is no\t,here dense iri 
1 (X. Y). In particular, ker P $,,., , is uokr*here dense in y(X, Y). 

Proof. It suffices to show that ker P,, contains no ball centered at some 
nonzero T E ker P,,. Given any c > 0, choose x,, E X, ]lsl/ = 1, such that 
I/ 7:v,,jl 1 I/ Tll -- c/4. Choose ,v: E X”. ii,y(:: I] = 1, such that .\-:(~y,,) = I. 
Define a mapping Tf : X + Y by 

Then Tf E M, I] T6 // = r:/2. and 

11 7‘ + TC !I > I/ T-x,, + T6 s,,/l > /I Til = d( T. M) = d( T + T, , M). 

Thus T-t TC 6? ker P,, and hence the cball centered at T is not contained in 
ker P,,. I 

5.2. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS. During the course of our investigation, a 
number of questions arose naturally. With the intention of bringing these 
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problems to the attention of a wider audience and thus. hopefully. 
contributing to their eventual solution. we list some of them here. 

In Theorem 2.2 we showed that if Y is a dual space. then J’,(X. 2’) is 
proximinal in /(X. Y). 

5.2.1. Question. Is R,(X, Y) proximinal in I (X. Y) for LIH~* pair ot 
normed linear spaces X and Y? 

One natural candidate for a counterexample would be when Y = c,,. But in 
this case. by Theorem 3.5. the answer is affirmative whenever X:!’ is 
uniformly convex or cc,. This remarks lead to the following specialization of 
Question 5.2. I. 

5.2.2. Question. (a) Is ??JX, cu) p roximinal in I (X, c,)) if X is either c 
or I,? 

(b) More generally. is it possible to give a useful charucterizufio/z o!‘ 
those normed spaces X such that 3,(X, c,,) is proximinal in i (X. c,,)? 

Such a characterization must, of course. include those spaces X with X”; 
uniformly convex (by Theorem 3.6). 

5.2.3. Question. If X* is uniformly convex. is k,(X, C,,(S)) proximinal 
in -/ (X. C,,(S))? 

By a result of Fakhoury 17 1, the answer is affirmative if X = I,, for 
I < p < 03. Also, if S is a countable discrete set. the answer is affirmative by 
Theorem 3.6. 

We have observed (see Remark 2.3(3)) that there arc spaces X. 2’ such 
that 3,(X. Y) is proximinal in i’(X. Y) but /i/(X. Y) is not proximinal in 
1 (X. Y). This leads to the converse question. 

5.2.4. Question. Do there exist spaces X. Y such that R (X. Y) is prox 
iminal in i (X. Y). but FJX, Y) is not proximinal in / (X. Y)? 

5.2.5. Queslion. Is N “essential” in these theorems’? That is. is ?‘,(X, Y) 
proximinal in i (X. Y) for every !V if 2,(X, 1’) is proximinal in / (X. 2’) for 
some ,V! 

An affirmative answer here would. of course. reduce all such questions of 
proximinality to the formally simpler question of whether or not R,(X. Y) is 
proximinal in i (X. Y). 
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